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Word Count: 1975 

Logline: Thriller/ crime drama about Kevin, known as the stalker, in a bid to find out who killed 
the protagonist that results in his own death. A gripping 7 minute film full of enigmas and 'who 
done it' storyline that engages a teenage audience. 
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1. Creative work in my one film production role

Role of Writer: 

The writer is in charge of producing the script for the film and creating the dialogue, characters 
and plotline for the entire film (Breman). The script writing process usually involves initial ideas, 
creating character profiles, planning the plot of the film, researching and then producing the 
final script (All about careers Media screenwriter ). They make sure that the plot of the film is 
interesting to the audience, but also achieves to send the intended message and/or emotion 
out of the audience. 

1.1 Influences 

Black Mirror season 4, episode Black Museum influenced my work. This 
episode's ending involved a tremendous plot twist as the audience finds out 
the true reasoning behind the girl who was torturing a man throughout the 
whole of the episode (McCarthy). From this, I decided to use this plotline 
idea and create our own plot twist at the end when Kevin gets killed by an 
anonymous when trying to find who killed Mark. 

(figure 1) 
One Hour Photo (2002) also inspired my work. I was 
inspired by the elements of the invasion of privacy and stalking from the 
film, and decided to incorporate Romanek's use of the script to create 
these effects (Romanek). 

(figure 2) 
13 Reasons Why inspired me to make this film for a 

teenage audience. The elements of drama mixed with crime were very well 
presented throughout the episodes through the script. I wanted to 
showcase these themes in my film and make it a thriller/ crime in a school 
environment. I incorporated a memorial scene where a locker was filled 
with loving tones to the victim which was specifically inspired from here 
(Yorkey). 

(figure 3) 
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1.2 Writer's intentions 

Alfred Hitchcock once said, "To make a great film you need three things- the script, the script 
and the script". As a writer, my intentions are to produce a well-written script that will 
entertain and keep the audience on edge. In order to appeal to teenagers in their final years of 
school, the narrative was made for the audience to identify themselves and therefore 
understand all of the characters in the film, especially the protagonist, Mark. 

1.3 Pre-production 

Location report: To ensure for 
successful filming. It let us know 
what equipment would necessary, 
which helped me as a writer see 
the possible ideas I could write. 

Character profile: 
Allowed the rest of the group to 
cast appropriate characters. It also 
helped me to produce a script with 
a natural flow. 

Character profiles· 
STALKER/ Kevin: (obald) 

• Age. 17 
• Gender• Mete 

Location Hdreu and point ot contact AJ &iouh, 0uClal.. 
NNrStw.rDGMettoSldon. 

� �� � ,_.,_,.,DO nwwoaallQn. I 
••bl;sc:haol1Jllfw:flwabew.c1ao.,_,.ld'0Cll .... 9"11 --
FHmlngatlht)oc-.etioft:Flmtlget.WwlDC:adDrl'Mddbeabl 
diecul • lwould be a ll&Jlytn� WaWCl&Ad MW 10 
�INtd'OCIIIDPf'O"ridli�tarO.Jt lt'OX.Arrd 
aorne._._NQUlnlatra.,._tftlN�ll>adda 
mcnNalide..e.d.lDlw...._ The.,__tf-.ould t,ehaj ..._ ............. _ ....... ___ 
vria,�CIIWUftly .. tn:m,-w,netcnCCII Theli:llwlllO --�-actlCld._, ,.� lllo�--
.. �� IN tch0CIII M'ICll h w:uftlas-,t.ol lW ad'laal. 

Locadon tftfonNcton! Thill i. ,-� .._ ._. wo.fls ,_., IO 
.,.,,...___.rn,-11m. 

'1tffl6nt 111:tw lrocadon: �� •'Mllete mocol .,..., 
1$8N:lt. Thenouoet ..... .,.podwhefl.a'VMldt 
�,_,.._. SorMahOtawa.Adbe..._,..._,_ra.e 
andlW--.'MUdNW�� 

(figure 4) 

• Character traits• Introvert, quiet. nervous and fidgety 
• Costume• Dark clothlng wilh a hood!e, 

SUSPECT 1/ Callum: (claran) 
• Age-17 
• Gender· Male 
• Chareder traits-- Immature, popular. talkative, boundaryless, self obsessed 
• Costume• shirt and jeans with sneakers (skater style) 
• Motive fOf ldltlng• fell out because they weren't compatible and only remained friends with dead friend because they 

were childhood friends 

SUSPECT 21 Amy: (zelna) 
• Age, 17 
• Gender• Female 
• Character traits· shy, popular, sidekick, feminine, codependent 
• Costume• dress and sneakers 
• Reason fOf killing• dead friend took h&r oompanion away from her. Suspect 3 was dating the dead friend and became 

ob&essedwl1h hlm. 

SUSPECT 3 /Rebeeea: (toresa) 
• Age-17 
• Gender• Female 
• Character trails• popular, feminine, outgoing, careless, self obsessed, possess.tve 
• Costume• dress and sneakers 
• Reason fOf killing-- Got Cheated on 

REAL KILLER/ Jeson: (waleed) 
• Age-17 
• Gender• Mate 
• Character traits• Popular, careless, disrespectful, stays true to his friends 
• Costume• shirt and jeans (skater style) 
• Reason for kllllng• dead friend cneated on suspect 3 with his glrtfriend. 

DEAD FRIEND/ Marie (earon) 

• Age-17 
• Gender• Male 
• Character traits-- Home problems. Isolated/ out of place, has a strong bond with friends, dated many gir1s, charming, 

cheater 
• Costume. shirt and shorts (skater style) 

(figure 5) 
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1. EXT. GARDEN. NIGHT. 

A dead body is seen floating in a pool. 

2. INT. SCHOOL. DAY. 

A memorial is placed at MARK's locker. AMY, CALLUM and 
REBECCA are standing next to the locker having a moment 
of silence. JASON walks in. 

AMY 
This is so sad. How did we 
not even know about this till 
now? (she puts her hands on 
her face) 

CALLUM 
l don't even know what to 
say .. (he begins to giggle)! 
mean not going to lie it is 
quite funny that he drowned 
cause he couldn't swim. 

REBECCA 
(angry) 

Have some respect Callum. How 
can you even say that? 
Sometimes you're so annoying 

JASON 
Becca's right Callum. Stop 
being a douche bag for one 
second and pretend to be 
nice. 

REBECCA 
(to JASON) r can't 

believe you're taking this so 
lightly, I thoughl you would 
have been more upset aboul 
this. 

(figure 6) 

AMY 
Yeah CALLUM you seem fine 
with it 

JASON 
(panicked) I mean .. 

yeah .. I am really upset but 
I am dealing with it in my 
own way. 

The school bell rings. Kevin walks in and stands behind 
the friend group. 

CALLUM 
Whatever r mean it's sad and 
everything but let's not be 
late to class again cause 
Patrick will kill me 

REBECCA 
I love how you call Mr. 
Miller, Patrick. It's weird. 

CALLUM 
Let's say me and him have a 
more intimate relationship 
(laughs) 

AMY 
You're disgusting 

Rebecca realizes Kevin is staring at them. 

REBECCA 
Ew Kevin is staring at us 

JASON 
What? Why does he feel the 
need to intrude on our lives? 

CALLUM 
He didn't even know Mark 
(pause for silence) so why is 
hP h,:,. rp? (figure 7) 
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AMY 

Whatever guys maybe we should 
just go. Just leave the guy 
alone 

REBECCA 
No we should find out why 
he's here 

AMY 
Yeah that's what l meant 

CALLUM 
He's looking at us like a 
weirdo 

REBECCA 
Well obviously cause he is a 
creepy stalker. You know how 
he goes on a phase of 
obsession with people? Maybe 
he's just obsessed with the 
dead guy. I mean Mark. 

AMY 
Yeah like he's gotten 
obsessed wi t.h h.im. 

JASON 
Really? That # s not right. Let 
the guy rest. in peace. 

CALLUM 
Yeah like what do you want to 
know about the guy? Why he 
killed himself? 

Jason is seen uncomfortable. He begins co 
breathe more heavily and decided to approach 
Kevin. 

JASON 
That's it I'm gonna go tell 
him to back of!. Hark was our 
fri.end and I'm not gonna let 

(figure 8) 
some weirdo go through hls 
personal life when he' a 
al ready dead just because he 
got obsessed with Mark. 

Jason approaches Kevin and gr-abs him by the shirt. He 
pu.shes him against. a wall. 

JASON 
LJaten weirdo, it t see you 
ever again 111 beat you up in 
front ot the whole .school so 
that they have another reason 
to make fun of you (silent 
pause) underst.ood? 

Kev ln is in shock. He nods. 

JASON 
I want you to say it big boy 

KEVIN 
(still in shockl I understand 

JASON 
That's what I thought 

CALLUM 
Oi big man, just soma advice 
for life (breathes inl 

REBECCA 
(grabs Jason by the arml 
Jason come on lets go 

J. INT. KEVIN'S HOUSE. DAY 

Kevin gets hom<? and atorms into his room. He throws his 
backpack on his bed and sits down. He looks up at his 
stalking board and sits in silence. After a while he 

(figure 9) 
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stands up and aggressively rips off every bit of paper on 
the board. He goes on his laptop and opens facebook. He 
starts scrolling through Mark and his friend's Facebook 
profiles and flnds a disturbing note of Mark talking 
about his friends. He prints out pictures of each suspect 
and pins them on his board. Kevin then picks up a 
recorder and begins to record his crime tapes. S 

KEVIN 
Tape 1. I• ve narrowed it down to 4 potential suspects in 
the case of Mark's murder. Fir!it there's CALL.UM. Immature, 
popular, talkative, boundaryless, self-obsessed. He was 
best friends with Mark since he was 6. But according to his 
last post, CALLUM and Mark seem to hc;1ve had a little 
falling out. I did some digging, and found out that Mark 
ended their friendship. Probably cause CALLUM is such a 
jerk. They just we.ren' t compatible anymore. Mark was kind, 
CALLUM was the devil. And he didn't like that his best 
friend was the one to make him realize that. So he killed 
him. That see.ms like a strong moc.ive. 

Tape 2. JASON. JASON, JASON, JASON? What can I say about 
him that doesn't reflect badly upon him? He is the c.ypical 
popular kid, disrespectful to everyone, careless and 
reckless. The only thing which 1 think he has evec loved 
was ANA. When he was with her, he was a bit more (pause for 
silence) bearable. I've watched him in school and he is 
definitely st.ill not over her. It's just. so easy c.o cell. l 
know from my sources that they broke things off because ANA 
was not in love wit.h him. Personally l think she was just 
using him for popularity as she cheated on him with the one 
and only MARK. It would make complec.e sense if JASON 
would've killed MARK. They were best friends but, its easy 
lo tell that they are all fake to each other. There's no 
real friendships, just conven.1.ence. 

Tape 3. Our little AMY. Seems so nice and genuine yet she 
is so da.rk on t.he inside. I chink she doesn't believe in 
herselt too much yet, hence why she always does what 
Rebecca does. But just give her time (pause for silence) 
she will explode one day. Amy Is the typical shy and girly 
girl that you have in school, but changes completely when 
she goes home. I'm pretty sure she has anger issues. 
Sources have cold me chat she hates everyone she's friends 
with and plans to kill them all one day, except. for 
REBECCA. I'm pretty sure she's secretly in love with her. . . 

(figure 10) 
felt, and how hurt she was when MARK took REBECCA from her. 
What better motive to kill him to make sure no one takes 
her only friend? 

Tape 4. Our last but most important tape. Saving best for 
last !chuckles). The dictator AKA REBECCA. Miss popular. 
The girl that everyone would want t.o be frlends with and 
all of the school wants to date. Self-obsessed girly girl 
who will take ovec anyone's life. Back in the day when 
REBECCA and JASON were dating, she quickly took ovez: his 
life. She basically controlled everything, where he went, 
what he did, who he spo>te to (pause for silence). The only 
thing she couldn't control was MARK' s feelings. They seemed 
very intimate at first but after a while, it was evident 
that MARK was looking for someone different, someone 
better. After a year of dating, words spread quickly and 
everyone found out that MARK and ANA had been having an 
affair. JASON and REBECCA were fum.1ng. That same day 
REBECCA ended things with MARK. I would not be surprised if 
she would have killed him considering lhe embarrassment she 
had t.o face. 

Tape 5. Crime scene. MARK was found on the 9· of February 
floating in a pool. It is said that there was a suicide 
note left in the crime scene where he explained that he 
didn't want to deal with his life problems and depression 
any more. This was in fact the only evidence which proved 
that he killed himself. But I ask myself, isn't it so easy 
to just write some lies on a paper to cover your tracks? 
There was no witnesses, no cameras, no tracks (pause for 
silence} nothing. It's an easy kill. 1 will be heading to 
the crime scene incognito to check if there was anything 
missed out. from the (sarcastically) suicide scene. It will 
be night t.ime of today. I will have to be quiet to not be 
heard or seen by any household members to not get into any 
problems. 

KEVfN stops c.he recordings, plugs the recorder to the 
computer- and uploads the files to social media. He creates. 
an anonymous account on Facebook called WhokilledMark. 

4 • EXT. GARDEN. N rGHT. 

Kevi.n cautiously walks into c.he garden. He kneels do-.,n 
and inspects the boarder of the pool. He finds __ and 

(figure 11) 
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realizes eomethlng. 

KEVIN 
I got you! 1 can't believe 
it! It was all right there, 
all the clues and all the 
weird behavior. Now all I got 
to do is take this to the 
police for them to realize 
who the killer is. They've 
got to run prints on this but 
I am sure that it was._ 

Kevin falls down the pool. The audience cannot see if he 
was pushed or fell himself into the pool. Kevin looks 
unconscious and drowns. 

5. INT. SCHOOL. DAY. 

Kevin's locker id decorated with his picture and a few 
hate notes from his fellow students apart from one note 
that reads "I know someone killed mark and you. I will 
find out who it is". The school corridor is empty. A hand 
with a glove is seen to take this note and crumble it. 
The note is then thrown to the bin and a dark silhouette 
is seen walking away from Kevin's memorial. 

(figure 12) 

Figures 6 to 12 show the script written by me. I produced a storyline with an exposition that 
introduced all of the characters and set the context of the world in the film. It also contained a 
climax, which was at the very end, when Kevin was about to get killed and lastly, a cliffhanger, 
which was done with the intention of leaving the audience with an enigma. I managed to 
measure to write a script which lasted exactly 7 minutes in the end. From the script, the 

members of my group were able to finish the rest of the pre-production assigned to them, 
shown in the extracts on figures 10 to 13. All of these were useful as it helped us as a group 
work more effectively during the production of the film. 

----'-------

(figure 13) storyboard 

fTCM'nOAAQ 
HOl>ucnol<NAMI'--•------

S.OUND/TIMl: � �T-

S.OUNOff1Mt:T111M2130MCS 

ACTlON: JMOn Md MM. &i• ,;"\�;, � 
....... � .. <A\ .... 

SOUNOfTIMl: lape 4/30 ffC:t 

(figure 14) storyboard 
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Draft f.1111 

1 I�,_ ::. ,_,. i_.M 

) 1:::,. =----- ....... � =-== .... --- � .... , - ;;.-;:...-.:a =-- -C-ltl-■1 
+---+-- -- --=. =--=- -- � � ...._.. ..... ='...__,,, C:...IO""'°'•' 

--li;;:;irl""'±:-+--t--t----,1- -. .....,. =-=- ..... --- 0.0,.. ,,_, ........ --... =- - C-I0-■1 

. ::,. =- ....... 
I =I- �=- ._ -,-. :� =-----

.. _ -.. _.. _ --....... ----
= ... -... ...... l�IO-■I --- --°""""-� � ....... """'" 
0-..,.. .... r.-.,_., 

(figure 15) shot list extract 

1.4 Production as a writer 

RIM AHff•IMf'M to, .._Nt.t: 
Location, (lchool •.NI sutun MUN M )um,hfl) .... ...... - -- .. _

-...1 -1 
�ln•Ooof .... ,_ ............ Eftluftl ... ,-. 

dnctol'CMtaanadOI' ------ can).,rc>tl 10 --
Aclorl�OV'lf'-- .... - �----Id)' ... ,,. . .,. ....."'�"""" .._ ..... lohlllpconbMIMt ---- .... ,_ ---- ----... --- .,. __ ...,.., ... 
Ullr191f'NIM!la .... ,_ UN1lltl;1plellle HIWlhMlllill 

IO�cornllall'II --
C....OftN--• .... ,_ W,canttffill'II --... ..,., --- ----- ,. ... .,_-- .... - �1'111 .. N ....,,.,.,.. .. 111 ..,.....,, .... IOMipcmrmtlll 

fflllke.,.noOM --
(figure 16) risk assessment 

As a writer, I was overlooking at all the crew together with the director to make sure that 
everyone was following the script and shot list produced. 

Day 1-
We filmed at the house of one of the cast members. We shot all of the tapes whilst also 
covering all of the scenes of Kevin entering his house before 
the tapes. I made sure everything in the script was followed 
thoroughly. When recording some of the shots, I realized 
with the director that some aspects of the script could be 
adapted to make the film look even better. Looking back at 
the time we spent during this day, we should have had more 
rehearsal time to prepare the cast to be more efficient with 
time. 

Day 2-

(figure 17) 

We filmed in school to shoot the memorial scene at the beginning of the film. However, I didn't 
pay much attention to the cameraman and later on noticed there were a few shots that weren't 
in focus. This meant that we would have to re-shoot these scenes at another time. In reflection, 
I believe that I should be more involved with my team to make sure we are achieving the best 
possible. 

Day 3-
We filmed again at the same house, but this time we shot all of the killing shots and the ending 
scene of the film. We also re-shot some shots from Day 1 that had poor lighting. We had to 
work with the weather at that time since it was very windy. In the beginning, we thought this 
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would be a setback for sound however, we realized this helped the 
tension of the film. We also managed to shoot all of the flashbacks set in 
the house. 

Day 4-
{figure 18) 

ln school, we re-shot some of the shots which were blurry and had poor 
sound. These were checked by both me and the director to ensure they 
would be of good quality in terms of sound. We also finished shooting all of 
the flashback scenes set in the school. On reflection, I believe we worked 
effectively during this day and I was able to make sure the entire of my 

script was showcased as best it could have been. 

(figure 19) 

1.5 Post-production 

I sat together with the editor to hand him a copy of the script so that he could use as a 

reference for the order of the shots when editing. There were some changes made during the 
script whilst shooting, which I then discussed with the director and the editor to make sure that 
there wouldn't be confusion when editing the film. 

2. Collaboration with my core production team

2.1 Team intentions 

As a group we wanted to produce a film that would engage and entertain a teenage audience, 
allowing teens audiences to personally identify and also to sympathies with personal 
relationships in the film. We went away and came up with our own individual idea in what we 
thought would be interesting for us and audiences to see and create. Creating a mind map each 

of a possible film, this allowed us to have a baseline idea to work from and pool all of our ideas 
together to create a collaborative film. 
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2.2 Evidence of collaboration 

The initial idea created by each member of our group. This is the mind map I produced for my 
idea. 

Narrative: 
A student from a school gets 
murdered 

Props: 
Fake gun 
Fake blood 

Audience: 

Lighting: 
Natural lighting 
will be used to 
maintain the 
film's realism. 

Equipment: 

He was a stalker in the school as 
he was excluded because he was 
blamed for killing another friend in 
a hit and run scene 
The stalker becomes obsessed to 
find out who the real killer was and 
focuses on finding the true killer 
amongst the suspects 

Targeting teenagers 
Still In schOOt Sound: 

Zoom with 
microphone 
Camera 
Gimble? 
Tripod 

I Stalker 
All diegetic and all recorded with zoom
Only non diegetlc would be the music 
which will be played In the background 
ror suspense. 
Music• Violin music for intro • Danah 
Base - Waleed soundtrack -write/play 
Foley - fan sounds with board. 

ThroughOut the movie he finds out 
who the real killer is. The real killer 
kills the stalker so lhat no one 
would find out Locations: 

lnfluen�enre: 
Black mlrroTla6llllblack 
museum 
A woman tortures her 
father's torturer but it isn't 
revealed until the end that 
she was her father's 
daughter 
buos·llwww 1mdb wro.1dleL 
u2osso59'eo1sooes 

Characters: 
STALKER-Obaid 

- Farhath or cast 
-Zelna 
-Cast 

-Waleed 
DEAD FRIEND- Kavltha 

Garden with a pool as the death scene needs to be filmed in a 
pool. Waleed's compound or Obaid. 
A dark bedroom as there will need to be a room for the stalker with 
a wall filled with information about each of the crime suspects. 
School• there will need to be class scenes where the stalker Is 
Interacting with suspects. 
A dark street at night as this will be the death scene of the stalker. 
It will have to be lonely and dark. 

(figure 20) 

The developed idea which was developed from my previous idea for the film. In the group, we 
all made adaptations and developed my initial ideas. 

Stalker - 7 minute film - Collaborative Project 

A student from a school gets murdered 
He was a stalker in the school as he was excluded because he 
was blamed for kllllng another friend In a hit and run scene 
The stalker becomes obsessed lo find out who the real killer was 
and focuses on finding the true killer amongst the suspects 
Throughout the movie he finds out who the real killer Is. The real 
killer kills the stalker so that no one would find out 

Influences: Serial - Alibi 
Blaek mirror - S4 black museum 
A woman tortures her father's torturer but it isn't revealed until the 
end that she was her father's daughter 
tJU12� 11www im�b i:11m/lill1:l11Z!l!l:i!l:il11.!:121�2!;le� 

Sound: 

Characters: 
All diegetic and all recorded with 
zoom 

STALKER- Obaid Only non diegetic would be the 
- Farhath music which will be played in the 
-Zeina background for suspense. 
-Cast Music - Violin music for intro -

-Waleed Danah 
DEAD FRIEND- Base -Waleed soundtrack -

write/play 
Foley - fan sounds with board. 

Locations: 
Garden with a pool as the death scene needs to be filmed In a 
pool. Waleed's compound or Obaid. 
A dark bedroom as there will need to be a room for the stalker with 
a wall filled with Information about each of the crime suspects. 
School- there will need lo be class scenes where the stalker is 
Interacting with suspects. 
A dark street at night as this will be the death scene of the stalker. 
It will have to be lonely and dark. 

Audience: 
Targeting teenagers still in school 

Props: 
Fake gun 
Fake blood 
Police badge 
Picture with words 

Lighting: 
Natural llghting will be used 
to maintain the film's 
realism. 

Equipment: 
Zoom with 
microphone 
Camera 
Gimbal 
Tripod 

(figure 21) 
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In the pre-production for the film, I worked together with the director to make sure all of the 
props we needed would be available on the days we were shooting. I brought my own pinboard 
to the house we shot in as this was crucial for the tapes. 

During day 1 
of production 
the 
cinematograp 
her hadn't 
finished 
producing the 
shot list for 
the rest of the 
shooting days 
and so I 
helped him by 
annotating 
the script I 
produced with 
possible 
flashbacks for 
the tape scenes in our film. 

(figure 22) (figure 23) 

Because there was no sound crew member, as a group we collaboratively took part in this role 
and ensured to record and check all of the sound recorded with the Zoom H4 and microphone. 
During day 2, 3 and 4 I helped the director make sure to keep a productive environment with 
the rest of the crew and cast after our problem with lack of rehearsals and focus on day 1 of 

(figure 24) 

production. 

Throughout the film, I helped the cinematographer by shooting 
some of the scenes of the film. I shot some of the flashbacks taken 
in school, some of the shots when Kevin is entering his house and 
lastly I shot all of the death scenes of Mark and Kevin. Apart from 
this, I helped the director make sure all of the shots taken 
throughout the production were of good quality for our film after 
realizing at the end of day 1 of production that some of the shots 
would have to be retaken because they were not in focus. 
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When editing the film, I with the rest of my crew supported the editor with the editing process 
by assigning the director and myself each 
a tape scene. This helped the editor to 
use his time to focus on polishing the 
editing of the film given the fact that 
there were a lot of aspects put into the 
film such as non-diegetic music and 
flashbacks that would go over the 
original sound recorded. During the end 
of the editing, I worked on polishing the 
film up by reducing the yellowness of the 
shots taken on the interior as well as 
reducing the volume of the non-diegetic 
sound. 

2.3 Reflection 

(figure 25) (figure 26) 

I, along with the rest of my core production team believe that our final film achieved our core 
production intentions by producing an engaging film with interesting visuals and detailed 
editing, such the adaptation of the color from the films to create a colder atmosphere to make 
the tape scenes look more emotionless and hostile. This showed off when showcasing the film 
to a teenage audience who agreed that we were able to achieve our goals and intentions. 

There were many challenges that we had to face as a team along the production of this film. 
One of these was when we had planned to meet for the first time to film however, one of the 
cast members communicated on that day that they were no longer able to attend. In the 
beginning, we thought of canceling the filming for this day but we instead planned to shoot all 
of the scenes in which this cast member didn't take part in. In order to ensure this would not 
repeat again, I decided to take action and become the organizer of the itinerary for the 
production of the film. Within the group chat we had, I reminded my team and the cast when 
and where we would meet up for the filming in advance. If someone wasn't able to make it 
then I checked for any other possible dates it could be. Another problem we had to face was 
when we had planned to use a Go Pro for the pool shots to get better angles of the dead body 
however, on the actual day, the Go Pro was not working. From this, we collaboratively agreed it 
would be best if we would take these shots off and use a high angle handheld shot of the body 
floating in the pool that would give off a similar effect as what the low angle shot from the pool 
would. 
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Overall, I believe that there were many problems we had to face within our production team 
however, we managed to overcome these challenges by supporting each other within our roles. 
I believe I was able to contribute to each of the roles of my core production team to ensure that 
this film would come off the best it could be. Something I could have done better would have to 
be more strict with my team, as there were many tasks which some of the members of my 
team were not able to finish in the deadlines set in the group. I could have supported my team 
members during these times and collaborate even more to ensure all deadlines were met by 
the team. However, we were still able to move forward and finish the film within which we 
were all proud of presenting to our audience. 
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